Stop-End Non-Tensioning Fittings
Save money by using these less expensive fittings where
you do not need a tensioner on both ends of your cable run.
Where to use these fittings
Often you do not need a tensioning device on both ends of your cable. This applies where your
run is relatively short or where you are cutting and swaging the cables on site (and can get more
precise measurements than having the cables pre-cut by the factory or distributor).

Non-Tensioning Stop-End Fittings

Invisiware® Radius Ferrule
Often used in combination with the Invisiware ® receiver (page 9), this fitting is also hidden
inside the end post with only the head exposed on the outside of the post. When installed, it
looks the same as the Invisiware® receiver except it costs much less.
Invisiware® radius ferrules are used with pipe and with round, square or rectangular metal tubing.
Pipe ends are counterbored, so the full perimeter of the head rests on a flat surface in the pipe. The
head rests on the outside wall of a flat-sided metal post. A plastic washer is included and acts as a
scratch-resistant barrier between the head of the fitting and the metal post.
For use in wood, the Invisiware® radius ferrule can rest against the outside of the post or the post
can be counterbored with the radius ferrule recessed in the post. For wood applications, also order
stainless steel washer (page 21).

Ultra-tec® Clip-on Stop
Ideal for use with cables that are cut and the fittings are attached at the factory or by the distributor.
Intermediate posts can be drilled for the 1/4” stop to pass through. No field swaging is required.
Or you can swage them in the field if you wish. A special clip and washer secure the stop to the end
of the cable.
Pipe or round tubing end posts are counterbored so the full perimeter of the head of the stop rests
on a flat surface in the pipe. The stop rests against the outside wall of a flat-sided post.
For swaging at the factory or by a distributor, determine the hardware to use on the tensioning end
of the cable, then check with the factory or distributor to determine the cable lengths to be
provided with the swaged fittings attached. Stop, washer and clip are included. Available for 1/8”
and 3/16” cable.

